
With me! Dr. Samantha Hiotakis
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Would you say yes to easily magnetizing more money, impact, ease &
joy if you could achieve that in just 15 minutes a day, for 21 days?

 

Yes?!!! I thought so! Then you’re invited to my

1:1 Signature Success Edge
Subconscious Rewiring Intensive

Hit the gas on your success or pump the brakes?
Your choice! 

 
For online entrepreneurs who want more success on their terms and to

expand their capacity to receive and hold onto it...



I'M SO READY! LET'S DO THIS!!

Samantha gets what she wants. And, I know she can
guide you to do the same. Through my work with Dr.
Hiotakis, I witnessed firsthand how she tackles fears,
unpacks the blocks, boldly holds onto belief and hope;
bravely highlighting true power. 

She’s a true gem- a compassionate listener, a highly
intellectual thought leader, and a soulful manifestor all
wrapped into a gorgeous and bubbly package. 

Samantha helps create massive impact
and radical change while keeping it fun
and focused on joy.

AIMEE RAUPP
WOMEN’S HEALTH & WELLNESS EXPERT
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Where you’ll identify and dissolve (in just 3 weeks!) the one thing that’s
getting in the way of you accessing all the magic, money and joy that you

know is available to you

https://drhiotakis-sse-intensive.securechkout.com/


This is where we go waaaaay
beyond what’s possible with

traditional mindset work.

Because even though you look like you’re doing
great, with a fast-growing business that has you
doing what you love and transforming people’s lives
-

YOU know there’s a next level you're not
accessing.

And even though you’ve thrown a lot of conscious
thought and willpower at trying to reach it... 

... the reality is that there’s still some internal
programming that needs an upgrade, and that’s not
something you can do with perspective shifts alone.

DID YOU KNOW…?

>>>> 95% of your thoughts are in your subconscious.

And that 95% is your autopilot.

Most likely not programmed by you, but by your family, community, and /or
society, as you were growing up and growing into who you are now.

Most people go through their lives never tweaking or rewriting this
programming, but you absolutely can shift and upgrade it.

That’s what this Subconscious Rewiring Intensive with ME will have you do.

So that your entire subconscious can beautifully support and guide you as
you glide towards the next-level success you’re meant for.
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MESSAGING STRATEGIST & COPY EXPERT

WANT TO REWIRE YOUR INTERNAL PROGRAMMING
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So that your mind, body, nervous system, AND subconscious are all totally on
board (and actively working to help you attract and enjoy!) things like..

Samantha is a true expert when it comes to uncovering the (many!) ways that you don’t
even realize you’re limiting your own success — and for setting you free from them.

She has a gift for shining a light on the inherited stories that you’ve unquestioningly
accepted up until now about what you can and can’t achieve. I didn’t even notice that I was
limiting myself in ways until she brought it to my attention! It was a lightbulb moment. 

And she didn’t just help me see where I was holding myself back, she also taught me tools
and practices so that I could stop doing that and shift my mindset to create success in
ways I hadn’t thought were possible before. She’s the real deal!

SUZY CATER

I've created my highest ever income months (with sooo
much ease, may I add!) with the help of her magical insights
and strategies!

There's nobody who blends science, psychological expertise,
mind-body awareness AND powerful energetic and spiritual
work like Samantha!

An income level that ticks up
quicker than you ever
thought possible? 

Magnetizing your perfect
clients to your programs?

Launches that feel so fun,
invigorating, AND make
bank?

Oozing energy and
confidence while leading
your team with ease?

Having time and energy left
over for dinners out or sexy
nights in all while your
business makes exponential
growth?



Let’s activate and lock in your personal
access to abundance... and fire up your
ability to easily attract and achieve
exactly what you want in your life and
business.

(Not what other people told you could have way back
when… and that your subconscious accepted as the truth!) 

Because once we rewire your subconscious for exactly
what you want, it’s like your nervous system is lounging on
the beach, sipping some La-Croix and saying, “Okay, let’s
do this. Let’s make this happen”. 

And at this point all internal resistance fades away and
you can be magnetic - literally a magnet - for the things
you most want!

Oh, and in case you’re wondering if this
is some weird voodoo hocus pocus →
this is scientifically backed (by Stanford
& Harvard to name a few)

You’ve read all the books: Think and Grow Rich,
Joe Dispenza’s work, Atomic Habits, and on and
on. 

You already know the power of the mind.

This is simply about amplifying that power by
directly harnessing your subconscious mind (and
the mind-body nervous system that it holds sway
over) in everything you’re doing and working
towards.
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On my way to 7-figures, I’ve got the strategy down but I
had blind spots. Samantha was able to spot quickly and
help me shift from the very first session!

From little things like putting myself on the calendar
first to deeper issues that are helping me expand my
business. Even my husband checks in with me on the
“Dr. Hiotakis' list because he’s seen how effortless this
launch has felt and wants to keep that magic alive!

Samantha  helped me expand in ways I
hadn’t considered. I’m having my best
launch ever at $300K+ (not done yet!) and
have never felt more at ease filling my
program.

MARISA CORCORAN
COPYWRITING FOR COACHES & CREATIVES

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS

Call #1 (90 minutes) 

We assess that one burning thing you want to access (more money, more
time, more joy in your business, leading your team with more confidence,
entering into launches with joy and excitement...you name it!)

And if you're not sure what's holding you back from the success you want ….
I’ve got you covered. This is where my magic comes in and I see what you
can’t.

Call #2 (2 hours) 

We have your Subconscious rewiring session where we clear out what no
longer serves you and add in exactly what you want. So simple. So powerful. 

Immediately after our call you’re already changing and shifting to attract what
you want. 

To solidify this into your mind, body and nervous system you’ll then receive a
15 minute MP3 audio to listen to once a day for 21 days.
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Bonus: MP3 Audio Curation and Customization

This isn’t some one-size-fits-all audio. I’ll be curating and customizing your
audio so that it’s based on YOUR OWN language and the way you talk about
your desires, so that your brain, body & nervous system recognizes your new
autopilot success story as familiar and says “hmmm sounds great...I’m in!” 

(This is a huge part of why MY subconscious rewiring sessions clients get
results so quickly!)

Bonus: Voxer Access

I won’t leave you hanging between calls. You’ll get voxer access to me between
calls so you can check in with any questions and I can also check in with you
to make sure I’m designing the perfect subconscious rewiring session for you.
Can you say luxurious!

Dr. Hiotakis helped me identify mindset behaviors and
patterns that were negatively impacting my happiness
and financial goals and gave me tools I could
implement IMMEDIATELY. Her advice and insights were
invaluable. I now have more energy and fire than ever
before!

You will not find a more professional, focused and
compassionate person in this industry.

Working with Dr. Hiotakis was
TRANSFORMATIONAL both professionally
& personally!

COURTNEY WINGATE
FOUNDER MAKE WAVES FITNESS

Investment $1500

Flexible Payments Options Available

YES YES YES! I WANT THIS! 
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This is for you if:

You’re 1 million percent ready for exponential
growth in your business, and you’re ready to
have your business not only bring you more
wealth and impact but you want to be able to
enjoy the life you’ve created! 

You want to feel like there are no limits to your
income level, and that instead of drinking from
the firehose you’re just sipping on champagne
at the pool as your success skyrockets and
you’re enjoying your life more than ever!

You’re done with trying to bootstrap your
growth with conscious thought alone (because
you know that even 100 affirmations a day still
won’t overcome the tens of thousands of
thoughts you’re not even aware of that are
swimming around in your subconscious saying
who knows what!)
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This is where we make limitless success safe for your nervous
system (no more fight or flight mode or inner glass ceilings to
smash through) 

This is where we make your mind, body and nervous system your
biggest allies in helping you achieve your goals for your life and
business

This is where you realize that you already have the ruby slippers…
and we just get your subconscious to feel super pumped about
clicking them

I'M IN!!
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I’m Dr. Samantha Hiotakis, Psychologist,
Mindset Expert & Peak Performance
Strategist for high performing online
business owners.

I apply my curated system of classic
behavior psychology, neuropsychology,
mind-body connection, manifesting and
human design to help clients grow and scale
their businesses for exponential success
from the inside out. 

With over 17 years of experience as both a
licensed psychologist and a huge mindset /
manifesting nerd, I've accrued over 33,000
hours working with the busiest most high
achieving entrepreneurs, helping them
ignite their optimal selves by creating
massive internal shifts that result in them
not only achieving success but enjoying it
too.

Meet your wingwoman for
this next phase of your
expansion journey...  
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AND HERE’S MY SPECIAL MESSAGE TO YOU -

I moved into doing this work because I was seeing too many highly
accomplished business owners not actually getting to fully enjoy all the
amazing success they’d created for themselves.

Not fully realizing the dreams and achievements they were meant for.

Bottom line: I want you to not only enjoy the life you’ve created but also to
access everything you envision for yourself with ease and in a way that feels
FUN!



And I know that this process of subconscious rewiring can hold the key to
jumpstarting and magnetizing your entire being so that you literally turn
yourself into a magnet for whatever it is you want, and achieving it feels so
much easier and fun.

So if you’re ready to rewrite your internal script that’s currently running on
autopilot…

And write your own story, so that your subconscious is not only on board with
you having unlimited success but actively working to support it.

LET'S DO THIS! IT SOUNDS AMAZING!!

Samantha is an incredible asset to anyone who’s lucky enough to work with her and have
her on their side. Her work was extremely curated and holistic. 

She cuts through the surface, as you would expect from a psychologist with close to two
decades of experience, and gets you to prioritize what you need to lead and THRIVE. 

As a 7 figure business owner who has a young family, her signature approach of
incorporating the mind, body, and quantum physics put her in a class of her own.  

In addition to her extreme breadth and depth of knowledge, Samantha exhibits an
intuitive understanding and can very quickly see right through the surface level muck and
help her clients get right down to what they need to do.

Whatever her magic (mind, body, quantum
physics!), Dr. Hiotakis is one of those rare people
who has the emotional intelligence to tune into
what you need to hear to come off that ledge, and
embrace the art of “protecting the asset” (AKA,
you) so you can continue to scale.

MEREL KRIEGSMAN
WOMEN’S WEALTH ADVOCATE & BUSINESS MENTOR

LIKE THESE AMAZING CEOS BEFORE YOU...
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I’m super busy! Can I fit this into my
schedule?

Yes! This is specifically designed for busy people. My
clients are multiple 6 & 7 figure business owners who
do not have much time but still need resets on
various things in their business and life.

When do I listen to the 15 minute
audio? 

Completely your choice - you can listen to it during
the day, or just put the recording on right before bed,
and then at the end you will just fall asleep into the
most beautiful and healing sleep. 

Is there homework or are there
questionnaires I have to fill out
beforehand?

Nope! Just get excited for what you’re about to co-
create! 

Outside of the two calls, do I get
access to you?

Absolutely!! You get Voxer access in between calls so
I can fine-tune your specific language and make sure
your subconscious rewiring audio is exactly what you
need.
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FAQ



How do you rewire my subconscious?

In addition to being a doctoral level psychologist I am further trained
and certified in Rapid Transformational Therapy® (RTT®) . RTT® is
the award-winning therapy developed by Marisa Peer that combines
the most beneficial hypnotherapy, psychotherapy, NLP, CBT, and
neuroscience principles. RTT® continues to grow in global
recognition and has proven to be one of the most effective therapies
available for achieving fast and permanent results.

Rapid Transformational Therapy® (RTT®) offers unparalleled results
by harnessing the most powerful healing potential on the planet—
the mind. It goes beyond hypnotherapy training to provide a
complete solution-based approach to achieving fast results that last.

What will hypnosis feel like?

The best way to describe it is a complete state of relaxation very zen-like. You’re always in
control, we’ll be talking and your mind will not accept anything you don’t want. Absolutely
nothing embarrassing will happen. Hypnosis is research based and backed by science
(Stanford, Harvard). 

Another way to think about hypnosis is your nervous system feels so relaxed, like spending
a beautiful day at the beach. And because it’s so relaxed it just allows the information we
are wiring in to take hold because it feels so SAFE! 
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What if I’m not totally sure what the block is that I want to
dissolve / subconscious programming I need to rewrite?

This is so common... I’ll just say it, let me do my job → this is why you’re hiring me! I have
over 17 years and 33,000 hours of experience as a psychologist...I’ll uncover exactly what
we need to address to get you the success you want! 

I'M IN!!! 

FAQ 
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